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Abstract--An outcrop of a thin (30 c m ) b e d  of micrite surrounded by thicker sequences of well-cleaved, 
calcareous shale in the Ordovician flysch of western Vermont records a complex history of imbricate faulting and 
associated folding. The calcareous shale has been shortened by pressure solution. Cross-cutting relations among 
the floor, ramp and roof faults indicate that faulting progressed from the hinterland (east) to the foreland (west). 
All the ramp faults developed from arrays of W-climbing en Echelon extension fractures. All other faults were 
controlled by the weaker bedding planes that surround the micrite, and are found at various levels in the shale. 
Each fault is marked by layers of highly twinned, sparry calcite and black carbonaceous shale selvedge. Simple 
shear along the floor thrust has rotated the $1 cleavage toward the foreland and produced, along with volume 
change, a pressure-solution cleavage in the fault zone. All cleavages have progressively developed from the 
hinterland to the foreland during folding and faulting of the micrite. Layer-parallel shortening measured in both 
rock types is between 11 and 16%. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE geometry of foreland deformation has been the 
subject of a number of important papers during the last 
10 years (Gwinn 1970, Boyer & Elliot 1982, Suppe 1982, 
1985, Ramsay & Huber 1987, to cite a few). Data 
constraining foreland geometry are based on standard 
geological mapping, hydrocarbon drilling and seismic 
reflection studies. The conclusions and inferences 
resulting from this information, however, are often 
speculative because the geometric interpretations are 
not unique. On the other hand, the value of outcrop- 
scale (mesoscopic) structures in understanding foreland 
deformation has been demonstrated by Serra (1977), 
Bosworth (1984) and Nickelson (1986). Because the 
geometry is fully exposed, one can concentrate on pro- 
cess and evolution without being hampered by the 
uncertainties characteristic of regional studies. Care 
must be taken, however, when the conclusions on mech- 
anisms and process are extrapolated to larger structures 
because of the scale change. 

This paper discusses the mechanisms and evolution of 
a series of imbricate thrust faults that are present in the 
Cumberland Head Formation of Middle Ordovician age 
in the foreland of western Vermont (Fig. 1). The out- 
crop is located 8 km west of the Champlain thrust fault, 
approximately 1400 m below the restored westward 
projection of the thrust surface, assuming that the dip of 
10-15 ° in outcrop was constant. Major displacement on 
the thrust occurred during the Middle Ordovician Taco- 
nian orogeny and is estimated to be in the order of 35-80 
km (Rowley 1982, Stanley & Ratcliffe 1985). 

The following major questions need to be discussed. 
(1) How do ramp faults form? (2) Are there criteria for 
determining whether imbricate thrust faults propagate 
toward the foreland or hinterland? (3) What is the 
relation between faulting and cleavage development? 

(4) What processes are involved in the formation of fault 
zones? (5) Are there criteria that indicate the relative 
importance of each fault? (6) What is the integrated 
evolution of the fractures, faults and associated cleav- 
age? The first five questions will be largely addressed by 
direct evidence at the outcrop. The last question will be 
answered by palinspastically restoring the imbricated 
and cleaved sequence to its undeformed state. A dis- 
cussion of pore pressure and deformation rates will 
follow. The conclusions from this study can only be 
confidently applied to other foreland settings where the 
rock sequence and composition are similar. Many of the 
processes, however, may apply to other foreland se- 
quence irrespective of the size of the structure. 

THE OUTCROP 

Five imbricate thrust faults and associated ramps are 
exposed in a 30 cm thick bed of micrite that extends 14 m 
along an azimuth of N80°E (Fig. 2). Three of the 
imbricate faults form a central duplex that is separated 
from two simple ramps at either end of the outcrop by 
approximately 2.5 m of fiats. The micrite bed is sur- 
rounded by at least 1.5 m of well-cleaved calcareous 
shale. Bedding-plane faults are present along the upper 
and lower surfaces of the micrite where they merge with 
ramp faults that cut across the micrite bed at an angle of 
approximately 30 ° . The lower bedding-plane fault or 
floor thrust is relatively planar and the fault zone is thick 
compared to the upper bedding-plane faults. The latter 
are folded in the ramp areas, cut by ramp faults and the 
fault zones are thin. Along the intervening fiats the 
upper faults are generally planar and cut in many places 
by the $1 cleavage. The lower bedding-plane fault is the 
major d6collement across the outcrop. Older bedding- 
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Fig. 1. Geological map of the southern part of South Hero Island, Vermont, U.S.A. The outcrop is located in the 
Cumberland Head Formation (Och) on the east side of U.S. Route 2 just southwest of Keeler Bay (see arrow). The trace of 
the Champlain thrust fault, which places Lower Cambrian Dunham Dolomite (~d)  over the Middle Ordovician Stony Point 
Shale (Osp), is located along the eastern part of the map. The stratigraphic units are largely Ordovician limestones and 
shales and their identity is not pertinent to this study. Cross-section B-B'  is drawn through the latitude of the 'beam' 
outcrop. For further information see the Geological Map of Vermont (Doll et al. 1961). Geological map and cross-section 

were done by Leonard (1985). 

plane faults are also present throughout the shale where 
they are offset by the penetrative $1 cleavage. 

All the fault surfaces are covered by layers of sparry 
calcite that vary in thickness from several mm to 10 cm 
(Fig. 3a). In all but the thinnest layers, the calcite is 
arranged in distinct layers that are separated by discon- 
tinuous selvedge of dark gray shale. Each of the layers 
are marked by grooves or slickenlines that trend N56°W 
and are essentially parallel from layer to layer (Fig. 2b). 
In sections oriented perpendicular to the layering and 
parallel to the slickenlines the shale selvedges are more 
parallel to each other than in sections cut perpendicular 
to the slickenlines where the selvedges either anasto- 
mose or conform to the cross-section of the grooves 
(Figs. 3b & c). In the parallel sections, however, some of 
the selvedge layers are truncated by more continuous 
surfaces. One of these can be traced for 1.5 m or more 
along the floor thrust. At a number of places along the 
different fault zones small dikes of sparry calcite have 
intruded the lower part of the calcite-shale layers. The 
fault-zone fabrics are most clearly displayed along the 

floor thrust where the calcite-selvedge layers are more 
abundant. 

Fractures are common throughout the micrite bed 
where they are oriented at either a high angle or low 
angle to the bedding. Most fractures are filled with 
sparry calcite. The most prominent fractures are 
arranged in en 6chelon arrays that climb either to the 
west or the east (Fig. 4). Most of these arrays are located 
in ramp areas. Others are present in the fiat regions of 
the micrite bed or along the W-facing limb of a small 
flexure. A few are present in the fiat regions of the bed. 
The fractures in many of the arrays in the ramp regions 
are folded and some are cut by younger generations of 
en 6chelon fractures (Fig. 4c). In the eastern ramp (Fig. 
2) the hangingwall and footwall are cut by near-vertical 
clastic dikes that are filled with fragments of the sur- 
rounding micrite embedded in sparry calcite (Fig. 4d). 

Two well developed pressure-solution cleavages are 
present throughout the calcareous shale. The first and 
most conspicuous one, St, has an averaged strike of 
N20°E and dip of 60°E (Figs. 2b and 4a) although the 
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strike does vary more than the dip. S~ surfaces are 
covered by a black, carbon-rich, illite and kaolinite 
selvedge which is less than 0.5 cm thick. Although many 
of the cleavage surfaces are vertically, continuous 
through the shale, some of them are short and discon- 
tinuous with tapered ends. The thickest selvedge occurs 
on the most continuous surfaces. The surfaces of the 
selvedge are not lineated although some are polished. 
The $1 cleavage offsets bedding and the older bedding- 
plane thrust faults with a down-to-the-east sense 

throughout much of the outcrop. This displacement is 
greatest where a selvedge is the thickest and it gradually 
is reduced to zero as a selvedge thins towards the tapered 
ends of the shorter cleavage surfaces. The average width 
of the microlithons between the $1 surfaces is 5.6 cm. 
The $1 cleavage not only cuts the older bedding-plane 
faults but cuts across most of the roof faults on top of the 
micrite bed. 

A second, well developed cleavage, St, is restricted to 
a 30 cm thick zone directly below the floor thrust (Figs. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Line drawing of the outcrop of the deformed 30 cm thick micrite bed or 'beam' in the Cumberland Head 
Formation. The drawing, which is split into two parts, was traced from a photomosaic of the outcrop. The central duplex is 
located on the east end of the upper drawing and it is repeated on the west end of the lower drawing. The relative age of the 
faults is indicated by the symbols T,, Tn-1 . . . . .  etc., where T,-I  is older than Tn. The letter n represents an unknown 
number. The dash is a minus sign. Sr refers to the rotated $1 cleavage near the micrite bed. (b) Lower-hemisphere, equal- 
area net projection showing the dominant position of the major structural elements at the 'beam outcrop'. The structural 
elements are identified in (a). Ls refers to the dominant orientation of slickenlines on the thrust faults. The slickenlines on 
the older thrust faults are rotated along the deformation plane for slickenlines. The fold axis trends N15°E and plunges 10 °. 
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3a and 4a). The individual cleavage surfaces are thinner 
(about  1 mm thick), more  closely spaced (about  1 cm or 
more)  and are covered with a thin selvedge (less than 1 
mm).  Fur thermore ,  St dips to the east at only 6 ° com- 
pared to the steeper dip of $1 (Fig. 2b). St is also 
developed along the roof  thrust of the micrite bed,  but 
the zone is thinner and it is more difficult to recognize 
because the roof  faults have been folded in the ramp 
areas and deformed by $1. The St cleavage is definitely 
related to movemen t  of  the thrust faults because it is 
only found near  the faults. 

In the zone near  the floor thrust and the roof  faults the 
$1 cleavage is rotated eastward so that the s teeper 60 ° dip 
in the shale is reduced to 25 ° (Figs. 2b and 4a). The strike 
of the rotated $1 (hereafter  referred to as St) is the same 
as $1 away from the faults. The rotat ion of $1 through an 
angle of  35 ° indicates that movement  on the dEcollement 
was east-over-west in the direction N56°W as indicated 
by the slickenlines. This sense of displacement is consist- 
ent with the orientation of St since the normal  to St 
would correspond to the direction of maximum finite 
compressive strain. 

Cleavage,  similar to $1 and St, is totally absent f rom 
the micrite bed. In a few places, however,  a very thin 
(less than 1 mm),  stylolitic to very irregular cleavage is 
oriented perpendicular  to bedding in the micrite (Fig. 
4b). Where  it is formed,  the cleavage surfaces are 
separated from each other  by at least 6-10 cm. The form, 
orientation and limited distribution of this cleavage 
indicates that it formed very early in  the deformat ion 
sequence while compression was essentially parallel to 
the micrite bed. 

RAMP FAULTS 

All the E-dipping ramp faults develop f rom arrays of 
W-climbing, en Echelon fractures. The individual exten- 
sion fractures within the arrays dip 7-11 ° more  steeply to 
the west than bedding in the fiats or on the western limb 
of a gentle, asymmetrical  fold (Fig. 4a). The develop- 
ment  of these faults is well preserved in the ramp regions 
where the en 6chelon arrays are folded or cut by continu- 
ous ramp faults. After  a new array formed,  distributed 
shear strain along the W-climbing array rotated the 
older parts of the extension fractures while their tips 
continue to grow in the direction of al  resulting in the S- 
shaped pat tern (Fig. 4c). Shear strains along these arrays 
are in the order of 1.4 (angular shear strain of  54 ° ) 
calculated using equation (2.3) of Ramsay  & Hube r  

(1983), and indicate that at least 5.6 cm of displacement 
occurred across the arrays before they failed as a ramp 
fault. Before failure, the plane of the array was weak- 
ened as new arrays of planar fractures were superposed 
over  the older arrays. These fractures eventually coa- 
lesced and developed into ramp faults (Fig. 3). The 
presence of sparry calcite and cavities in the fractures 
indicates that the fractures opened rapidly (Figs. 4b & 
c). 

East-climbing, en Echelon fracture arrays are also 
present  in the micrite bed where they are concentrated 
in the ramp regions (Fig. 4c). The individual extension 
fractures in the E-climbing arrays are either parallel to 
or dip more  steeply E than bedding. These angular 
relations are important  because they indicate that the E- 
climbing arrays were not formed at the same time as the 
W-climbing arrays because their respective fractures are 
not parallel. Although some of the fractures in the E- 
climbing arrays are deformed into Z shapes, none of the 
arrays developed into backthrusts.  Calculated shear 
strains along these arrays give a maximum value of 1.1 
(47°). I suggest that they formed as a result of continued 
compression after the ramp faults were locally locked 
and before failure developed in another  ramp zone 
farther to the west. 

The orientation of the extension fractures in the 
micrite bed are important  because they indicate the 
orientation of the bedding relative to the direction of 
maximum compressive stress (al) ,  which was essentially 
horizontal during deformation.  During the early stage of 
deformation,  bedding was essentially parallel to ol be- 
cause the styolitic cleavage, which forms perpendicular  
to a l ,  is perpendicular  to bedding (Fig. 4b). The  bedding 
was then rotated eastward relative to the direction of ol 
so that the individual extension fractures in the W- 
climbing arrays could form at a more  westerly inclined 
angle than bedding (Fig. 4b). East-over-west  displace- 
ment  on bedding plane faults could occur at this t ime 
because the shear stress was now high enough to over- 
come frictional resistance. Continued compression 
across the micrite bed resulted in very minor,  E-directed 
movement  along the E-climbing arrays. The orientation 
of these later extension fractures was then controlled by 
the local orientation of ol in the ramp regions. 

FAULT C H R O N O L O G Y  

The bedding plane faults in the surrounding shales are 
clearly older than the faults in the micrite bed because 

Fig. 3. (a) The central duplex showing two imbricate thrust faults (Fig. 2). The eastern ramp (ER) and central roof thrust 
(CRT) are cut by the western ramp fault (WR). En Echelon extension fractures (F) of an early W-climbing array are rotated 
counterclockwise along the footwall block of the ramp fault. The $1 cleavage is rotated (St) westward in the shale directly 
below the floor thrust (FT). The thinly-spaced, thrust-zone cleavage (St) cuts the rotated $1 and dips gently to the east below 
the floor thrust. (b) A 10 cm fault zone (FZ) along the floor thrust. The view is oriented perpendicular to the slickenlines and 
shows the anastomosing layers of sparry calcite and black shale selvedge. (c) A view of the same fault zone oriented parallel 
to the slickenline direction, showing black shale selvedges (S) between layers of sparry calcite. (d) Negative photomicro- 
graph of a thin section of the fault zone cut parallel to the slickenline direction showing layers of twinned calcite (grey color) 
and black selvedge of shale (white color). These layers define slip surfaces that were active during the history of the fault 
zone. The stair-step selvedge above and to the left of 'S' indicates left-lateral (east-over-west) shear which is consistent with 

the E-dipping St cleavage marked by fine dark lines in the lower part of the photograph. 
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they are cut and offset by the $1 cleavage. Although the 
bedding-plane faults that are in direct contact with the 
micrite bed may have formed originally at this time there 
is abundant evidence that they were active long after 
those in the shale. Their average age therefore is 
younger. Furthermore,  they play an essential role in the 
development of the ramp faults. 

The evidence for the relative age of each of the faults 
is found in the regions where the ramp faults merge with 
the roof and floor faults. For example, in the western 
part of Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 4a) the ramp fault (Tn-1) cuts 
across the upper bedding-plane fault (Tn-2) of the 
hangingwall block but merges asymptotically with the 
floor fault (Tn) of the footwall block. Furthermore,  the 
roof fault of the hangingwall block is folded and cut by $1 
cleavage. At  the junction of the ramp fault and the floor 
fault, the quasiplanar slip surfaces in the calcite-shale 
fault zone cut across the fault zone of the ramp fault. The 
relative age relations therefore are clear-- the oldest 
fault of the three is the roof thrust and is designated 
Tn-2. The youngest fault is the floor thrust (Tn). This 
same relative chronology applies to all the ramps and 
duplexes to the east (Figs. 3a and 4c). 

Several important conclusions result from this analy- 
sis. First, the imbricate faults that comprise the roof, 
ramp and floor fault system become younger to the west 
or towards the foreland for the Northern Appalachians. 
This conclusion is based on direct evidence and not on an 
assumption about the fault sequence. Second, the floor 
fault was continually reactivated during the evolution of 
the fault system, becoming younger to the west and 
developing into the most continuous fault in the out- 
crop. This second conclusion explains why the fault zone 
for the floor fault is thicker than the fault zones along the 
ramp or roof faults (Fig. 3a). 

The geometry of the westward-younging faults in the 
micrite bed represents the standard 'piggyback' se- 
quence described for many mountain chains in which the 
thrust faults become younger toward the foreland 
(Boyer & Elliot 1982, for example). Imbricate faults that 
become younger toward the hinterland would have a 
quite different geometry and cross-cutting sequence 
(Fig. 5). Here the roof fault can take on various con- 
figurations as irregularities caused by earlier ramp anti- 

clines are eliminated by continued movement  on the 
roof fault zone (Figs. 5b-d). Ramps and duplexes with 
this geometry have not been recognized in the shales of 
western Vermont.  

FAULT-ZONE DEPOSITS 

The floor fault has been active throughout the devel- 
opment of the imbricate system and should record the 
most complete history, particularly at its eastern end. 
The fabric of sparry calcite and shale selvedges along the 
floor fault, however, appears to be equally complex at 
both ends. No fabric elements can be correlated with age 
because other factors such as fault junctions in the ramp 
areas and broad flexures along the intervening fiats 
control the thickness and complexity of the fault zone 
(Fig. 3a). 

Leonard (1985) studied the fault zones in the field and 
in oriented thin sections cut parallel and perpendicular 
to the slickenlines and found that the following relations 
are important in understanding the evolution of the 
fault-zones. 

(1) All the fault zones are filled with veins of sparry 
calcite and minor quartz which are generally oriented 
either parallel or at a low angle to the fault surface (Figs. 
3b-d). Vertical veins, which commonly join sills higher 
in the fault zone, are more common in the lowest layers 
of the fault zone and in the shale directly beneath the 
fault zone. 

(2) Discontinuous, dark, stylolitic clay laminae with 
concentrations of quartz adjacent to or within the lam- 
inae are interlayered with the calcite in all but the 
thinnest zones. The laminae are identical in appearance 
to the selvedges on the $1 cleavage surfaces. Some of the 
clay laminae are continuous with shale chips which 
preserve varying degrees of pressure solution (Fig. 3d). 

(3) The size of the sparry calcite is directly pro- 
portional to vein width. Most grains are bladed in form, 
but their long axis is not preferentially aligned. The 
calcite in all the layers is twinned with the greatest 
density occurring in the thinner layers between shale 
laminae where the grains are turbid and small (Fig. 3d). 

Fig. 4. (a) Imbricate thrust in the micrite beam at the west end of the outcrop showing a ramp fault (R) cutting a roof thrust 
of the hangingwall block (RTH). To the west the ramp fault becomes the roof thrust (RT) of the footwall block. The thrust is 
marked by a thin layer of calcite with shale selvedge. The floor thrust contains a planar slip surface (SS). A W-climbing array 
of undeformed en 6chelon fractures (F) is present in the west limb of a very gentle fold in the micrite bed. The individual 
fractures dip more steeply to the west than the bedding in the micrite bed. Below the micrite bed the $1 cleavage is rotated 
westward as it (Sr) approaches the floor thrust. In the 30 cm thick zone beneath the thrust a closely-spaced, unrotated 
cleavage (St) cuts the older SI cleavage. Both $I and St indicate westward movement of the beam along the floor thrust. 
Older bedding plane thrusts (To) in the shale are offset by $1. (b) En 6chelon extension fractures with sparry calcite in a W- 
climbing array. An early stylolitic cleavage (SC) above the coin is oriented perpendicular to the bedding. (c) Deformed S- 
shaped extension fractures in a W-climbing array located in the hangingwall block (upper right) at the west end of the 
outcrop. Several younger undeformed fractures cut the older S-shaped fractures. A 20 cm long undeformed fracture has a 
central vug (CV) with calcite and quartz crystals. The coin is located over an E-climbing array that marks the backthrust 
position (BT). A folded roof thrust (FRT) on the eastern hangingwall block above the en 6chelon fractures is marked by a 
thin layer of calcite and shale selvedge with slickenlines. The planar slip surface in the lower floor thrust (point 1 in 
photograph) directly below the micrite bed truncates the ramp fault at point 2. The junction of the two faults is filled with a 
thick wedge of calcite. (d) Ramp thrust (R) at the east end of the outcrop showing dikes of calcite with shale chips cutting the 
hangingwall and footwall blocks. A W-climbing array of en 6chelon fractures in the hangingwall block is parallel to the ramp 
fault. The numerous cleavage planes at the nose of the hangingwall block suggests that it was an area of high differential 

stress where pressure solution was extensive. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison between imbricate thrust faults that become younger toward the foreland (foreland sequence) and those 
that become younger toward the hinterland (hinterland sequence). In all models the ramp faults are numbered ] ,  2 and 3 in 
the direction of the ramp with the youngest age. In (a) the foreland sequence, the older roof thrusts are cut by the younger 
ramp faults (location B) whereas the ramp faults are cut by the floor thrust nearest the foreland (location A).  The age and 
the fault-zone fabrics along the floor thrust become older and more complex toward the hinterland. In the hinterland 
sequences each floor thrust toward the foreland is cut by the ramp fault with the next higher number toward the hinterland 
(location A,  for example). The roof thrusts must cut across folded bedding (not shown) along the limb facing the foreland 
(location B) in (b) and (c). (d) is considered an unlikely possibility in nature because the roof thrust must cut across the 
strong rocks of the 'beam' rather than fol low the weak layer between the 'beam' and the overlying shale. In all hinterland 
sequences the age and fault-zone fabrics along the roof thrust become older and more complex toward the foreland. In (b) 
the number of roof thrusts increases toward the foreland. Their individual fault fabrics may be relatively simple since they 
may not be involved with repeated movement during each imbrication. The position of the sedimentary contacts, here 
defined as a contact that is not involved with shortening of the 'beam', is an important criterion that separates foreland from 
hinterland sequences. In the hinterland sequences either the anticlinal limb facing the foreland (b and c) or the full ramp 
anticline (d) are sedimentary contacts. In the foreland sequence the ramp thrust caps all the anticlines. A basic assumption 
in all these models is that faults that have undergone repeated movement during their evolution will be planar or 

geometrically simple. These faults are labelled the 'active faults' in the models. 

(4) The slickenlines on each of the vein layers are 
formed by grooves rather  than calcite fibers (Fig. 3b). 

Based on the foregoing information,  calcite was de- 
posited along the faults after the initial cohesion was 
broken  along the shale-shale or shale-micri te contacts 
where the strength contrast  is great and the cohesive 
strength is small. Subsequent failure occurred along the 
calcite-shale interface and resulted in scabs and chips of 
the shale being incorporated into the fault zone. During 
renewed movement  the calcite and quartz were dis- 
solved from the shale fragments to form the black 
selvedges which are interlayered with the calcite and 
decorate  the slip surfaces. As the fault zone thickened, 
movemen t  could then occur along planar slip surfaces 
which smoothed out the irregular geometry  formed by 
ramp zones and broad folds. Movement  therefore was 
no longer restricted to the calcite-shale boundaries of 
thin fault zones, but could occur along any calcite- 
selvedge boundary  that was favorably situated. The 
resulting clay selvedge then acted as a catalyst that 
facilitated solution of calcite f rom the selvedge-calcite 

boundary of the surrounding veins. Preferential  solution 
in the direction of fault movemen t  produced the slicken- 
line grooves. 

Because the floor fault was continually active during 
the evolution of the imbricate system, it is not surprising 
to find numerous cross-cutting veins in the thick fault 
zone deposit. During each of these events the influx of 
fluid and the subsequent crystallization were rapid 
enough to form sparry calcite rather  than fibered calcite. 
As the fault zone thickened with layers of calcite and 
clay selvedge, new veins could form along any surface of 
weakness within the fault zone rather  than being con- 
fined to the outer  borders  with the country rock. With 
continued movemen t  across the fault zone, the calcite in 
the older veins became heavily twinned and severely 
strained. 

The fault zone fabrics therefore suggest that fault 
movement  was intermittent,  with each event  occurring 
rapidly. During the intervening time, when deformation 
was slower, pressure solution and calcite twinning may 
have occurred. 
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SHORTENING AND CLEAVAGE DEVELOPMENT 

Layer-parallel shortening can be calculated from the 
folds in the ramp areas and structural overlap across the 
faults. The displacement on faults in the micrite bed 
ranges from 7.6 to 48.3 cm and totals 134 cm (1.34 m) 
over a present horizontal distance of 10.7 m. The five 
anticlines over ramps and the broad folds along the flats 
account for approximately 12.7 cm of additional short- 
ening so that the total shortening equal 146.7 cm (1.47 
m). Total shortening was 13.7% of which folding only 
accounts for 8.7% of the total reduction in length. 

In the shale the corresponding shortening is provided 
by volume reduction across the cleavage surfaces, $1 and 
to a far lesser degree St. It is clear that these cleavages 
formed by pressure solution because they are marked by 
insoluble residue. Furthermore the abundance of calcite 
and minor quartz in fractures and along the faults 
indicates that these two minerals were dissolved from 
the calcareous shale and deposited in nearby openings. 
To compare shortening in the micrite bed and the shale, 
an independent estimate was made for the shale by 
determining the percentage of insoluble material. 
Samples of suitable material from four different micro- 
lithons were dissolved in hydrochloric acid. The final 
average residue was 36% of the original volume (a range 
of 32-39% for four samples). The number of cleavage 
selvedges was then counted across a present outcrop 
width of 7.9 m measured perpendicular to the cleavage. 
The total width of the selvedges (a range of 35.4-54 cm) 
was then multiplied by 2.8, a factor representing the 
dissolved material, to give an estimate of the original 
width now represented by the cleavages (99-152 cm). 
The original width of the present 7.9 m width was then 
estimated to be 8.8-9.5 cm. Shortening was then calcu- 
lated to be in the range of 11-16%. Although this range 
overlaps the shortening value determined from the mic- 
rite bed, the shale value is less accurate because the error 
in estimating the thickness and number of the cleavage 
selvedges is larger than it is in the micrite bed. 

It is concluded that the formation of the cleavage and 
consequent shortening in the shale occurred during 
imbricate faulting in the micrite bed. Because it has 
already been proven that the faults represent a time- 
transgressive sequence that developed from east to west, 
it must also be concluded that the cleavage in the 
surrounding shales developed in a similar manner. The 
time-transgressive nature of the cleavage would not be 
obvious, however, if the micrite bed and its faulted 
geometry were absent from the outcrop. 

The next problem is the origin of Sr, the rotated 
cleavage, and St, the finely-spaced cleavage below the 
floor thrust. Because Sr is simply the rotated equivalent 
of $1, it had to form during simple shear displacement on 
the floor and roof faults (Fig. 4a). Measurements of 
cleavage rotation taken at eight locations below the 
micrite bed averaged 36 ° whereas similar measurements 
taken at seven locations above the micrite bed averaged 
27 ° (Table 1). These line rotations correspond to angular 
shear strains of 51 ° for the floor thrust and 33 ° for the 

Table 1. Strain data for shales adjacent to micrite bed 

$1 Cleavage rotation 
Average shear 

Line rotation strain 
Average Range Average Range 

(o) (o) (o) (o) 

Above micrite bed 27 11-36 33 20-50 
n = 7  

Below micrite bed 36 24-46 51 31-60 
n = 8  

St Cleavage 
0 Observed 0 Calculated 

Average Range Average Range 
(o) (o) (o) (o) 

Above micrite bed 32 16--40 37 31-40 
n = 6  

Below micrite bed 21 13-28 29 24--36 
n = 8  

various roof thrusts using equation (2.3) of Ramsay & 
Huber (1983) in which 7, the shear strain, equals: 

7 = cot a - cot a ' .  (1) 

In this equation a and a '  are the angles of S1 and St, 
respectively, from the fault surface. The fact that Sr 
below the thrust has been rotated in most cases through 
a greater angle than Sr above the thrust is consistent with 
an earlier conclusion that the floor thrust was active 
throughout deformation whereas the individual roof 
faults were only active during the time interval between 
the formation of adjacent imbricate faults. 

The St cleavage cuts across S~ at a low angle and is not 
folded or rotated near any of the faults (Figs. 3a and 4a). 
Although St is best developed below the floor thrust, it is 
also present just above the roof thrusts where the cleav- 
age is less distinct and occupies a thin zone: Because St is 
confined to a narrow zone near the faults, it most likely 
developed as a result of simple shear which rotated the 
$1 cleavage. In order to test this hypothesis the angle 
between St and the nearby fault, 0', was measured and 
compared with a calculated value predicted by the 
Ramsay equation (Ramsay & Huber 1983, equation 2.4) 

tan 20' = 2/7. (2) 

The values of 7 were calculated from the rotation of 
the cleavage using the equation described in the forego- 
ing paragraph (Ramsay & Huber 1983, equation 2.3). 
This equation predicts the acute angle, 0', between the 
plane defined by 21 and 2 2 of the strain ellipsoid and the 
plane of simple shear which in this case is the fault 
surface. In the ideal case of simple shear St will be 
parallel to the ~,a- 22 principal plane of the strain 
ellipsoid. Thus the calculated and observed values 
should be the same within the margin of error providing 
no mechanism other than simple shear was involved. 
Along the floor fault the calculated angle between St and 
the fault is an average of 29 ° for eight separate locations 
(Table 1). The observed value, however, was an average 
of 21 ° . Along the higher roof thrust the calculated angle 
between St and the nearby fault was an average of 37 ° for 
six locations whereas the observed value was 32 ° . 
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Although the sample population is small and the corre- 
sponding standard deviations large for both the calcu- 
lated and observed values, the differences do suggest 
two important relations. First, the angle 0' between St 
and the fault is larger along the roof thrust than it is for 
the floor thrust (Table 1). This relation simply reflects 
the smaller shear strain along the roof thrust compared 
to the floor thrust. Second, and more importantly, the 
calculated angle 0' between St and the nearby faults is 
consistently larger than the observed angle by values 
that range from 8 ° for the floor thrust to 5 ° for the roof 
thrust (Table 1). This relation is important because it 
suggests either that the St cleavage has been sub- 
sequently flattened by some sort of vertical loading after 
simple shear or that volume reduction, which has 
occurred during the formation of St, has indeed reduced 
the 0' angle. 

In order to evaluate this problem further, calculations 
were made by Jean Crespi (written communication, 
1989) using equations from Ramsay & Huber (1983, 
equations B.14, B.21 and D.13) involving volume re- 
duction and simple shear. These calculations were then 
tested by the author on a Macintosh Computer using the 
drawing tools of Adobe Illustrator software. In the first 
model, the volume across the fault zone was reduced by 
an arbitrary amount and then subjected to simple shear 
so as to produce as closely as possible the angular 
relations of S~ and St below the micrite bed. In the 
second model, an assumed volume reduction was elimi- 
nated and then the resulting simple shear calculated 
using the line rotation needed to return S~ back to its 
unrotated state, S~. Although our analysis requires 
further study, it does suggest that a volume reduction in 
the range of 25-30% could produce the Sr - St geometry 
in the fault zone. Furthermore, the analysis indicates 
that the amount of simple shear calculated directly from 
the line rotation between $1 and Sr (Table 1) will always 
be too large when other processes such as volume 
reduction or pure shear are involved. The volume re- 
duction models cited above are still not realistic since St 
probably formed during the rotation of $1. The fact that 
St cuts across the rotated $1 cleavage must mean that the 
form and position of St continually changed during 
simple shear and volume reduction. In fact, the simple 
shear calculations (equations 1 and 2) assume this to be 
the case. 

Are Sr and St time transgressive to the west? Because I 
have demonstrated earlier that the floor fault and the 
respective roof faults are time transgressive, it must 
follow that both Sr and St are also time transgressive. 
This conclusion suggests that the amount of rotation of 
Sr and the intensity of St should also increase to the east, 
particularly along the floor thrust where the displace- 
ment is larger and has taken place over a longer period of 
time. Although these cleavages were evaluated across 
the outcrop, I could not detect within the error of my 
measurements any such relation for Sr or St. This obser- 
vation suggests that the mechanical process of bending 
the $1 cleavage may become more difficult as the line 
rotation approaches 35 ° during simple shear and other 

deformational mechanisms progressively take over. 
Possible mechanisms include fault slip and/or the con- 
tinued development of the St cleavage. Sorting out the 
various strain processes and deformational mechanisms 
along fault zones is a complicated matter and requires 
more study than is within the scope of this paper. 

EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURES 

The evolution of the imbricate faults and the various 
cleavages described in the foregoing section is illustrated 
in a series of retrodeformed sections in Fig. 6. Section 1 
shows the outcrop at South Hero in its present state. 
Section 2 is developed by reversing the deformation 
associated with the youngest ramp fault at the western 
part of the outcrop. The remaining four sections are 
formed by systematically unfaulting the micrite bed 
from west to east in the reverse order of their formation. 
For example, in section 2 the hangingwall block (B, 
section 2) is unfolded as it is returned to its original 
position east of the footwall block (A, section 2). During 
this time the active fault which carried the eastern 
sequence westward was the floor thrust below segments 
D and E, the ramp fault just below segment C, and the 
roof thrust above segments B and A,  which were then 
undeformed. In the shale above and below this active 
fault the $1 cleavage is shown in a flatter position (Sr) as a 
result of rotation generated by east-over-west simple 
shear. Note that the rotated cleavage, Sr, is absent below 
blocks A and B since, at this time, the micrite bed is 
attached to the underlying shale. The fault-zone cleav- 
age, St, is also shown in the shale along the active fault. I 
believe that this cleavage developed during the evol- 
ution of the imbricate structures, rather than after all the 
imbricate faults had formed, because St is present, 
although poorly developed, along the roof thrust above 
each segment of the micrite bed. If the fault-zone cleav- 
age had formed after all the imbricate faults had moved 
into place, then it (St) would only be found along the 
floor thrust. The St cleavage therefore must have devel- 
oped during the formation of each imbricate fault. 

As a consequence of reversing the displacement on 
the fault and unfolding the ramp fold, the volume in the 
adjacent shale must be increased by eliminating much of 
the cleavage below segments A and B of the micrite bed. 
Note, however, that the density of $1 cleavage in the 
thrust plate above segments A and B is essentially the 
same across section 2. This diagram is drawn in this way 
because I believe that the upper plate of the active fault 
was probably being shortened as a result of ramps or 
irregularities along the fault surface farther to the west. 
In actual fact, however, the density of S1 in the upper 
plate must decrease to the west because, first, this is 
what is observed to the west across South Hero Island 
and, second, the overall stress intensity during defor- 
mation in theoretical models diminishes from the hinter- 
land to the foreland (for example, Hubbert 1951, Chap- 
pie 1979, Davis et al. 1983). Thus, at any one time the 
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Fig. 6. The evolution of structures in the micrite bed ('beam') and surrounding shales of the Cumberland Head Formation. 
Section 1 is the outcrop in its present-day form, Sections 2-5 represent successive stages of retrodeformation in which the 
deformation is reversed beginning with the youngest imbricate thrust at the west end of the outcrop and ending with the 
oldest imbricate thrust on the east end of the outcrop. The evolution can then be seen by going from section 5 to section 1. 

The symbols are explained in Fig. 2. 

cleavage density not only diminishes toward the fore- 
land but it also changes in the same way from the upper 
plate to the lower plate (compare sections 2-5). As 
deformation progresses, older cleavage surfaces con- 
tinue to grow in thickness and vertical extent and 
younger surfaces nucleate in older microlithons and 
grow essentially parallel to the older $1 surfaces. In the 
end, the $1 cleavage is uniformly developed across the 
outcrop and appears to the casual observer to be coeval 
because its style and orientation are the same. As can be 
seen in these series of sections, however, the $1 cleavage 
is clearly a time transgressive structure. 

Sections 3-5 show the retrodeformation continuing to 
the east and are constructed in the same manner as 

section 2. Thus the evolution of the imbricate system and 
its associated structures can be seen by studying dia- 
grams 5-1. Clearly all the structures are time transgres- 
sive from east to west as they are traced through section 
5 to section 1. During deformation the floor thrust or 
basal d6collement undergoes repeated W-directed 
movement. As a result the Sr cleavage is rotated farther 
along the floor thrust than it is along the roof thrusts. 
When this angle reaches values in the range of 30-35 ° , it 
appears that other mechanisms such as fault slip or the 
continued development of the St cleavage takes over in 
the deformational sequence. Because the floor thrust 
continually moves, the St cleavage is better developed 
there than along any of the other faults. 
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DISCUSSIONmFLUIDS, PORE PRESSURE 
AND DEFORMATION RATES 

The presence of abundant calcite veins in the micrite 
bed and calcite-rich sills along all the faults throughout 
the outcrop indicates that fluids rich in CaO, CO2, SiO2 
and H20 were present during deformation. This fluid, 
which was present most likely as an interstitial fluid in 
the surrounding shale, became enriched in calcite and 
quartz due to pressure solution. Although these fluids 
could have come from a source external to the outcrop at 
South Hero, it is far more likely that they were locally 
derived. Furthermore, it is also clear that deformation 
was relatively rapid during the development of the 
fractures and faults since all the deposits contain only 
sparry calcite. In the shale, however, the rate of defor- 
mation was slow because it was controlled by the rate of 
dissolution of calcite and transport of the resulting fluid 
during the deformation of the pressure-solution cleav- 
ages. Movement of fluids in the shale between fracture 
events was probably slow because the permeability and 
porosity was low. Thus the nature of the rock and 
character of the calcite in the veins are strong evidence 
that deformation at South Hero occurred at two differ- 
ent rates. 

The next important question to evaluate is whether 
abnormal pore pressures existed during deformation. 
Pore pressures greater than the hydrostatic value (0.45 
of the total overburden pressure) can occur where the 
rate of increase in the pore pressure is greater than the 
rate at which the fluids or gases can leak out to the 
surface (Rubey & Hubbert 1959). This can happen when 
a rock sequence is vertically loaded either by rapid 
sedimentation, or by tectonic compression that results in 
rapid movement on imbricate faults, as described in an 
excellent paper by Gretener (1972). At South Hero an 
added tectonic load was developed at each of the ramp 
areas when the hangingwall overrode the footwall. We 
know that this movement was rapid because all the 
fractures associated with the faults are filled with sparry 
calcite. It is therefore likely that abnormal pore pressure 
developed in this area. The abundant calcite veins and 
clastic dikes in some of the ramp areas supports this 
suggestion (Fig. 4d). Furthermore, it is quite likely that 
pore pressure may have also increased in the surround- 
ing shales during this time since they too were rapidly 
loaded as the beam suddenly failed. These pressures 
lasted in the ramp region until the hangingwall rocks 
were sufficiently fractured that the rate of fluid transfer 
out of the system was greater than the rate of fluid 
pressure increase. The time interval of abnormal press- 
ure was short since the hangingwall block had to be 
deformed by fracturing and movement on older planes 
of weakness in order to adjust to the fold geometry in the 
ramp region. The abnormal pressure for this outcrop at 
South Hero can be estimated from a knowledge of the 
thickness of the overlying rock during deformation and 
the value of rock density. If we assume no additional 
tectonic load, the vertical pressure is calculated to be 
0.25 kb (250 Pa) using an estimated density of 2.4 × 103 
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Fig. 7. Mohr diagram showing the failure envelope for the weak layer 
(floor fault or basal d~collement) and the strong layer (the 'beam'). 
The half Mohr  circle labelled 'A,  C '  represents  a hypothetical state of  
differential stress under  normal  hydrostatic pressure whereas  the 
Mohr  circle labelled 'B '  represents  the same differential stress state but  
under  conditions of abnormal  pressure.  The angle labelled 
'26mi n = 14 °, represents  the orientation of the weak layer relative to 

the direction of ei.  The figure was taken from Gre tener  (1972). 

kg m -3 for lithified shale and micrite (Turcotte & Schu- 
bert 1982) and an undeformed stratigraphic thickness of 
1065 m (3500 ft) taken from Welby (1961). Thus the 
hydrostatic pressure would be 0.11 kb (113 Pa) assuming 
that it is 0.45 of the pressure of the saturated rock. Any 
value of pore pressure greater than 0.11 kb would be 
considered abnormal. All these values, however, should 
probably be increased accordingly since it is likely that 
deformation at the 'beam' did involve a tectonically 
thickened section due to faulting farther to the east 
(Causeway thrust fault, for example, Fig. 2a). 

What affect then did the abnormal pore pressure have 
upon subsequent faulting? It is well established that 
abnormal pore pressure reduces the frictional resistance 
along potential or pre-existing faults by reducing the 
effective normal stress across these surfaces (Hubbert & 
Rubey 1959, Handin et al. 1963, for example). Thus with 
increasing pore pressure the frictional resistance along a 
fault is reduced and movement can therefore occur at 
lower differential stress. This relation is nicely shown on 
a Mohr-Coulomb diagram taken from Gretener (1972). 
In Fig. 7 two states of stress in a rock sequence such as 
seen at the outcrop at South Hero are represented by the 
two half Mohr circles. Since the differential stress for 
both these states is the same their location on the Mohr 
diagram is a function of the difference in pore pressure 
between states A and C, which is considered by Gre- 
tener (1972) to be at hydrostatic pressure, and state B, 
which is overpressured. According to the foregoing 
discussion the overpressured zone at South Hero would 
have most likely existed along the base of the micrite bed 
in the ramp region (Figs. 3a and 4d, for example). The 
abundance of calcite deposits in this zone certainly 
supports this inference. States A-C would then rep- 
resent the stress condition in the shale beneath the 
'beam' and in the rocks of the hangingwall above the 
ramp fault. 

The following scenario is then presented. As frictional 
resistance was increasing due to bending of the hanging- 
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wall block during movement on the ramp fault, the 
abnormal pore pressure along the base of the micrite bed 
on the footwall affectively weakened the rock so that 
subsequent shortening was transferred to this bedding 
plane. As a result the floor thrust which was active to the 
east of the ramp, propagated westward beneath the 
active ramp. At this time movement essentially ceased 
on the ramp and the overlying roof faults, which had just 
been active. Eventually the new westward extension of 
the floor fault cut across the micrite beam on a younger 
ramp fault to the west and the whole process, which has 
just been described, was repeated. 

The concept of a plane of superweakness discussed by 
Gretener (1972) can also be applied to the outcrop at 
South Hero. As shown on Fig. 7 the upper line rep- 
resents the failure envelope for the micrite bed whereas 
the lower line represents the envelope for the relatively 
weak bedding planes between the micrite bed and the 
surrounding shale. Both layers have an inherent cohe- 
sive strength represented by the respective intercepts on 
the r axis. As the pore pressure increased along the base 
of the micrite layer during movement on the ramp fault, 
the state of stress represented by half circle A-C moved 
left to position B. As shown in this figure, failure occurs 
at point 1 rather than at some other point between 1 and 
2 because ~1 is oriented 7 ° from the weak bedding plane 
according to Gretener's figure. Fortuitously, this value is 
in fairly close agreement with the early extension frac- 
tures at the South Hero outcrop. Here the angle be- 
tween the extension fractures in the early W-climbing 
arrays and the nearby bedding varies between 7 and 11 ° 
(Figs. 4a-c). This relation indicates that al had to be 
inclined to bedding in such a way that east-over-west 
shear could develop along bedding. Furthermore, the 
presence of older bedding plane thrusts (To), which are 
cut by the S~ cleavage in the surrounding shales, indi- 
cates that cr 1 was in this position even before the exten- 
sion fractures had developed in the micrite bed. Thus 

failure along the weak layer at the base of the micrite bed 
beneath the active ramp is facilitated by the increase in 
pore pressure resulting from rapid tectonic loading. As a 
result of this process taking place at each of the ramp 
areas, active displacement is continually transferred 
from the ramp and roof faults to the floor fault. 

I have discussed arguments supporting alternating 
periods of rapid and slow displacement during the com- 
pression of the rock sequence at South Hero. I believe 
that the compressive load is cyclically transferred from 
the micrite bed to the shale and back again as the 
shortening mechanism changes from fault development 
to cleavage formation. Gretener (1972, fig. 15) illus- 
trates this type of cyclical deformation with the Mohr 
diagram. Figure 8 is very similar to Fig. 7 except here the 
larger Mohr circles represent progressively increasing 
state of differential stress with the larger ones to the right 
representing the stress state in the micrite bed (beam) 
and the smaller ones to the left representing the stress 
states in the surrounding shales. When the sequence was 
first subjected to compression the load was largely sup- 
ported by the micrite bed. The increase in the compres- 
sive stress is represented by the progressively larger 
Mohr circles in which the left intercept on the cr axis 
represents the effective confining pressure, which is 
approximately 0.14 kb for South Hero if we used an 
undeformed stratigraphic thickness of 1065 m cited 
earlier. Failure along a ramp fault occurred when the 
largest Mohr circle on Fig. 8 was tangent to the failure 
envelope for the beam. When this occurred the differen- 
tial stress in the beam rapidly decreased and the load was 
then transferred to the surrounding shales. As a result, 
the Mohr circle for the beam became smaller and the 
corresponding circle for the shale became larger as the 
differential stress built up due to increasing compressive 
load. However, the development of the Mohr circle for 
the shale was quite different than it was for the beam. 
Instead of the left intercept, which represents the effec- 
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Fig. 8. Mohr diagram for the micrite bed ( 'beam') and the adjacent incompetent layers of shale. It is assumed that the 
vertical stress is essentially the same in both rock types. The larger Mohr circles represent the increasing load in the beam• 
The smaller Mohr circles represent the increasing differential stress in the shale after the beam fails along the ramp fault. 
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tive load pressure in the shale and beam, remaining fixed 
as it did when the differential stress built up in the beam, 
it now moves to the left. The reason for this difference is 
the sudden increase in pore pressure that had developed 
from the rapid increase in tectonic load beneath the 
active ramp. As a result the effective confining pressure 
(left intercept) decreased. The axial load, which is the 
right intercept on the a axis, remained constant accord- 
ing to Gretener 's  original figure (1972, fig. 15) because 
the increase in compressive load, which has been trans- 
ferred from the beam, was offset by the increase in pore 
pressure. In essence the pore fluids temporarily sup- 
ported the added horizontal compression. With the 
continued increase in pore pressure the frictional resist- 
ance along the basal bedding plane (the weak layer) of 
the beam beneath the active ramp decreased until it 
failed and the floor thrust was formed (left-most Mohr 
circle on Fig. 8). When new fractures developed in the 
hangingwall block and in the ramp area the pore press- 
ure gradually decreased. Eventually, the basal plane 
failed forming the floor fault. In order  for the floor fault 
to continue to propagate to the west of an active ramp, it 
is likely that a pocket of abnormal pore pressure ad- 
vanced as a wave or edge dislocation. Perhaps these 
levels are maintained by the continual dissolution of 
calcite during cleavage formation in the surrounding 
shales. Certainly the numerous dikes and sills of calcite 
along the floor thrust indicated repeated intrusion of 
fluids during faulting. Eventually, however,  the differ- 
ential stress was transferred back to the beam as the 
frictional resistance along the floor fault increased and 
pressure solution had accounted for all the required 
shortening in the shale section. As the load was again 
transferred back to the beam the differential stress built 
up and the corresponding Mohr circles would again 
expand to the right (Fig. 8). Thus the cycle was repeated 
during the formation of the next ramp to the west. The 
sequence of events described by Gre tener  (1972) there- 
fore is directly applicable to the evolution of the imbri- 
cate structures at South Hero.  The beauty of outcrops 
such as this is that the evidence for their evolution and 
processes of development  can be seen directly at the 
outcrop and need not be inferred from fragmentary 
geometrical information. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the conclusions reached in this study are 
directly applicable to outcrop-scale features in se- 
quences of thinly bedded shale and limestone, they do 
provide insight into the processes and mechanics in- 
volved with larger structures of the foreland whose 
geometry is not directly accessible. Extrapolation to 
these larger structures, however,  must be done with care 
so that the relative thicknesses and difference in the 
mechanical properties of the rock sequence are directly 
proportional to the change in scale of the structure. The 
following list summarizes the important  conclusions. 

(1) Ramp faults developed from W-climbing, en 6che- 
Ion arrays of extension fractures. The early arrays were 
deformed by east-over-west shear and were superposed 
by younger W-climbing arrays. These events so weaken 
the zone that eventually a through-going ramp fault 
developed. 

(2) The imbricate faults progressively developed 
toward the foreland. The floor thrust or d6collement at 
the base of the micrite bed was reactivated throughout  
deformation whereas each of the ramp faults and over- 
lying roof thrust were sequentially deactivated as the 
system progresses to the west. 

(3) Fracture and fault events were relatively rapid as 
evidenced by the presence of sparry calcite within and 
along these features. 

(4) The thickness of the calcite deposits along a fault is 
directly proportional to length of time during which a 
fault was active. These deposits formed by repeated 
injection of calcite rich fluids and were subsequently 
deformed by pressure solution along clay-rich selvedges 
which are interlayered with the calcite. This defor- 
mation forms the prominent  slickenlines which charac- 
terize each of these layers. 

(5) Simple shear (angle of shear of about 51 ° ) and 
volume reduction (25-30%) along the floor and roof  
faults rotated the older $1 cleavage and generated a 
younger,  finely spaced, thrust-zone cleavage. This shear 
strain translates into approximately 60 cm of displace- 
ment on the basal d6collement which represents an 
additional 36% to the displacement accommodated by 
folds and faults within and around the micrite bed. 

(6) The shortening generated by faulting in the micrite 
bed (beam) was accommodated by the formation of 
pressure-solution cleavage in the shales. The develop- 
ment of cleavage was time transgressive from the hinter- 
land to the foreland. During its evolution at any one 
place the individual cleavage surfaces became thicker, 
more abundant and more extensive. 

(7) Shortening in the shales by cleavage took place 
slowly and was a function of the rate at which the 
dissolved material could be transported out of the shale. 
Thus deformation alternated from fast to slow as the 
compressive load was transferred from the beam to the 
shale as the structures progressively developed toward 
the west. 

(8) Abnormal  pore pressures most likely existed be- 
neath the active ramp areas. This condition moved 
westward as the floor fault propagated toward the fore- 
land. 
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